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Over the weekend of
December 7th and 8th, the
Maranacook Outdoor Club
traded in their skies for
snowshoes. Eleven student
members who all happened
to be on the school’s nordic
and alpine teams, along with
two teachers, Cheryl
Marvinney, and Sarah
Harmon, set out Saturday
morning to Carrabassett
Valley. Their hike began at a
small air strip just outside of
the trails of western Maine,
and ended 5.3 kilometers into
the woods at the Poplar
Stream Falls Hut. There, they
discovered frozen waterfalls,
shared bunk cabins, and later
made meals in the beautiful
kitchen maintained by the
Maine Huts and Trails
organization. Blueberry
pancakes, Interpretive dance
competitions and hot cocoa
by the fire made for a
exciting, and memorable trip.
A message from our Principal
I was struck last weekend being at the high school Saturday morning for our community
breakfast. Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. St. Clair, Sara St. Clair, Ashley Cray, Ella Stevens, Grace
Dwyer and Anna Schmidt for organizing the MCHS community breakfast to help raise money
for home heating assistance.

At the same time Mrs. Marvinney, Mrs. Reynolds and Ms. Harman were organizing the Outdoor
Club for a trip to Poplar Stream Hut in the Carrabassett Valley. The group snowshoed in 3.5
miles to the hut. They spent the night cooking a spaghetti dinner as well as playing games and
slept over.
Moments later I talked with Mr. DeAngelis as he wrapped up his annual
overnight practice. According to Mr. DeAngelis they started with 1 1/2 hour of headlamp skiing
the night before. There were allmost 50 athletes and coaches skiing through the night with
headlamps. The Nordic team spent the night playing, team building and having fun.
I am always awed by the incredible staff we have at all levels, the wonderful students who work
to make a difference and the amazing community we live in.
On Thursday night we held our Holiday Celebration at Hope Baptist Church. Congratulations
to Mr. Gilbert, Ms. Libby and the Maranacook Chamber Singers and Concert Chorus for an
incredible concert. It was so nice to see the students on stage preforming for our community. It
was especially nice to see the seniors who have dedicated their high school career to our music
department.
New newsletter format: Over the past three years we have worked to build a comprehensive
newsletter with incredible information of what is happening at in our community school. During
the past month we have explored different web based apps in order to bring our newsletter to
next level. I hope you enjoy the new format, which is more mobile device friendly. I want to
thank Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Ray, Ms. Brackley and Mrs. Twiss their support in this process.
I hope everyone has a peaceful and wonderful weekend.
Gratefully,
Dwayne Conway
Principal

Driving Alerts
Unfortunately, we have had several unsafe

driving situations in our school parking lots
lately. This is a reminder that the lower student
parking lot is one way. People using the
parking lot should go around in a circle in one
direction only. Drivers should not be pulling
through parking spots to exit the lot but should
be following the driving patterns. At the end of
the day busses leaving the circle are given the
right of way. Drivers should wait patiently to
exit the parking lots once the busses are
moving. In addition, it is against the law to pass
a school bus in any fashion if their lights are
flashing and the stop sign is out. Please help
us to make our parking lots safer.

Guidance
This time of year brings a wave of college acceptances! We would like to extend our
congratulations to our students who have been accepted to various colleges, universities, and
trade programs including: SMCC, CMCC, University of Maine, University of Maine Farmington,
Saint Michael’s, Gap Year Programs, Brown, George Mason, Thomas College, University of
Hartford, Kings College, University of Vermont, St. Anselm and Mercyhurst. Kim and Sara are still
working to help seniors finish up applications, and we look forward to helping our students finalize
their post-secondary plans.

Music
The Maranacook Holiday Concert was a huge success. Held at Hope Baptist Church, we packed
the sanctuary for an evening of lovely music performed by the Concert Chorus and Chamber
Singers. The students sang their hearts out and performed incredibly well. Thank you to all who
attended, and we hope to see you at our Winter Band Concert on Thursday, January 23rd at 7PM!

JMG (Jobs for Maine Grads)
This week in JMG, students worked on and completed a project called “Designing Your Own
Business.” Students were asked to think of a business that would thrive in a certain area of their
choice. They did everything from a cost analysis, creating a logo/slogan, and designing the interior
look of their business. Students were surprised to learn how much it actually costs to start a
business from scratch! Students were also excited to do this as many of them have very creative

business from scratch! Students were also excited to do this as many of them have very creative
ideas to start their own business in the future.

Maranacook Alternative Program (MAP)
MAP students spent Wednesday afternoon exploring various careers! Each student presented
three careers and tried to stump the class with which was their preferred career path! As Winter
Break approaches students are wrapping up various assignments and units.

English
Students in our 9th grade honors and CP classes are continuing to work on preparing for their
characterization essays. This week many classes worked with the indirect characterization
acronym STEAL (speech, thoughts, effects on others, and looks) to unpack the protagonists in our
books. Similarly, students worked on various essay writing skills including creating thesis
statements and claims.
Students in our 10th grade honors and CP classes are continuing their exploration of the world
of epic heroes by reading Homer’s The Odyssey. Students are also looking at additional examples
of classic archetypal characters in other texts.
Juniors in our honors’ classes are reading the play “Dear Evan Hansen” . This week they
focused on exploring the role of social media in students’ lives and the impact it has on teens
mental help. Similarly, they discussed how the play uses staging and other characterization
techniques to convey the central message.
CP Junior students in Ms. Chadbourne’s class are continuing to learn about memoirs as they
are reading multiple war memoirs. Students in Ms. Moran’s class are continuing to create artifacts
for their multigenre projects based on their American protagonists book group sections.
Students in AP 11 are continuing reading Nickle and Dimed as well as reading various companion
articles which address the meaning of a living wage. Students watched excerpts from Morgan
Spurlock’s 30 Days on minimum wage and compared it to the effectiveness of how both authors
presented their arguments.
12th grade English students are continuing their reading of The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night-Time. This week they watched pieces of the film Temple Grandin to identify similar
central themes. AP 12 students are beginning their unit on poetry.
The public speaking class is working on creating resumes, cover letters, and applications to an
internship for which they need to conduct a mock interview.
The creative writing class is starting our unit on poetry by tackling the Shakespearian sonnet

World Language
Currently in French, all of the French students are making puppets and building individual
character descriptions for them on paper so that students can use two at once in practice
dialogues as well as put on skits during the year as support for the material in the class. French 1
students are reading Pauvre Anne, which is a short beginner novel. French 2 Conversation and
Culture students are reading Le Monstre dans le Métro. French 2 Honors students are reading
Les Misérables. Both French 2 classes are learning the various tenses in the past and the future.
French 3 are reading Les Trois Mousquetaires and French 4 are reading Le Comte de Monte
Cristo. French 3 and 4 are writing using the subjunctive mode together at different levels of
sentence complexity.

Advisee
What an incredible day today. Advisories took part in Kids Who Care Day here at MCHS. They
made cookies, cards, ran activities for the district kindergartens, volunteered at nursing homes, and
worked at a food bank. Thank you to all for making the holiday season a little brighter for those in
need.

Social Studies
AP US History students are using OFT to generate questions about the video “Graven Image” that

AP US History students are using OFT to generate questions about the video “Graven Image” that
depicts the creation of the Confederate Monument at Stone Mountain, GA and worked on their
NHD projects.
US History students are learning about manifest destiny. Students are also working on completing
their National History Day Projects.
AP Psych students demonstrated the limitations of memory and memory improvement techniques.
Ethics students used QFT to analyze the Terri Schiavo case and explore the issues around end of
life decision making. They then debated whether or not physician assisted suicide should be legal.
World History students are learning about the spread of Islam. Students are also working on
completing their National History Day Projects.
AP World History students are contemplating causes and effects of the “New World” exploration.
There was an emphasis on how explorers interacted and impacted one another.
CP Global Studies students are writing their DBQ essay on China’s Water Crisis. Students are
using the documents they analyzed as a foundation for their essay, and learning how to construct a
thesis statement and use MLA Format.
Honors Global Studies students engaged in the Question Formulation Technique (QFT) which is
an evidence-based strategy developed by the Right Question Institute that teaches all students
how to ask questions about primary sources.
Personal Finance students have been learning about credit scores and the impact a credit score
can have on APR and loan acceptance. Some sections of Personal Finance are getting into
Investing, and learning the basics.

Math
Mrs. Graziano’s AP Calculus AB class has been learning how to use calculus to find key
properties of functions in order to graph the function without a graphing calculator. They will then
be taking these new skills to solve optimization problems.
Mr. Babbitt’s Honors Geometry class is finishing up proofs by learning how to prove if two
triangles are congruent.
Ms. Harman’s Geometry class is finishing up the Transformations Unit before break. Algebra 1
Part 1 is working through creating equations from word problems. They are currently focused on
Distance=Rate*Time problems.
Mr. Morin’s Transitions Algebra class is finishing up on Order of Operations, Writing and
Evaluating Expressions.

Science
Earth Systems: Students began their exploration into Earth Systems. Groups created and
presented slide shows an Earth System. Students then applied their knowledge to a current event,
to see how the systems interconnect.
Honors Biology: Students are learning about how genes are passed from one generation to
another and how Gregor Mendel began the process of discovering alleles. Next they will take a
more modern approach and learn about current genetic theory.
AP Biology: Students are beginning their first venture into statistics and how statistical analysis
can be used to predict genetic outcomes as a part of their chromosome unit.
Medical Explorers: Students are almost finished with wrapping up their spring plans for visiting
professional medical practices. They also gathered to hear a story from a local cancer survivor. It

professional medical practices. They also gathered to hear a story from a local cancer survivor. It
was very moving and gave them a very realistic view of the power of the medical community.
Robotics: Students have begun building their clawbots and have started coding 3D programs for
specific tasks. Next they will individually code drive programs and begin a small competition to
round out the semester.
Physics: In physics we are finishing up Newton's Laws before the holidays, so we will be ready to
jump into the study of momentum and energy when we return.
Chemistry: In Chemistry this week students continued to investigate the patterns that exist within
the Periodic Table of Elements. All students should be able to use the periodic table as a tool to
predict various characteristics of any element based upon its position within the chart.
Health: The Health class spent the week talking about substances. We split the class into four
groups- each group had to research why the substance they were assigned is unhealthy. Students
learned about Marijuana, Tobacco, Alcohol, and Vaping. We need to do a better job of giving
students and adults the information on the dangers of some of these substances.
Physical. Education: Students applied the rules and skills they learned about badminton and
volleyball this week as they played in various matches.

Health Center
The Health Center Staff would like to thank the students & Jeremy Smith who have generously
donated their artwork to decorate our walls. Katherine Sechrist, Jadyn Perkins, and Clark Simcock
have paintings or prints of their work in the health center. We also have some photographs
displayed from students who have graduated. If anyone else would like to donate work please let
us know, we love to recognize and celebrate our students talents!

Technology
IA has been utilizing tech programs to create a set of dominos and in an independent study
Architectural program a student is designing a complete home. In the Media Center students
worked on a collaborative project creating characters based on gaming software. Seniors have
selecting their free-read books this past week. The yearbook students have been busy meeting
deadlines for senior photos.

Fine Arts
Drawing I students are nearly complete with their fingerprint self portrait project.. This project is
based upon the work of Chuck Close, a painter who has explored a wide array of portrait styles from photo realism to the pointillism. Those works are underway and the students are nearing the
midway point, as they lay down values with ink using their own fingers (see below).

Ceramics students are wrapping up their first class-wide critique and gaining insights into their
personalized glazing and decorating techniques. Two examples of their work are found above.

Student Senate
We hosted the annual community breakfast on Sat December 7th. Our students do such a great
job representing Maranacook High School. I want to thank Ashly Cray and Ella Stevens for their
great leadership. Senate would also like to thank Mr. Bridges and his staff for sharing their
beautiful kitchen with us. This event helps with the home heating cost for some in our community.
Thank you to all who participated.

Extra and Co Curricular
Congratulations to Skyeler Webb and Emily Harper for being
named to the Maine Soccer Coaches Association Class C
Regional All-Star Team.

Recent Results:
Boys and Girls basketball teams opened up the regular season

Boys and Girls basketball teams opened up the regular season
last Friday night against Oceanside. The boys JV team lost but
had 22 points from Chris Reid. The varsity boys helped Coach
Magnusson gets his first win at Maranacook with a 65-55
comeback win. The Bears were led by Cash McClure’s 24
points. Tim Worster and Casey Cormier added 10 a piece.
Girls JV Basketball beat Oceanside 46-30.
Girls Varsity lost to Oceanside 50-30.
Boys JV Basketball lost to Lake Region 55-53
Boys Varsity lost to Lake Region 73-68
Girls JV Basketball beat Lake Region 49-24, Kaleigh Kubicki
and Allie LaBelle scored 10 points each.
Girls Varsity beat Lake Region 45-29, Gabby Green led all
scorers with 14 points and Grace Dwyer added 9.
Hawks Hockey won their season opener against Kings of
Poland,GNG, Leavitt, and Oak Hill. Thomas Thornton made 30
saves to secure the one zero shutout.
Upcoming Events:
12/13 Kids Who Care 11:00-2:30
12/16-12/20 Ugly Sweater Competition
12/17 Staff Holiday Celebration
12/18 Teen Issues 8:15-2:30
12/19 Leadership Team Meeting 2:45-4:00
12/19 Grade Check
12/21-1/5 Winter Break
1/6-1/9 NWEA for Freshmen and Sophomore

Go Bears!

Dwayne Conway, Ed.D
Principal
Class of 2022 Advisor
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